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Date:  Saturday 16th August, 2008

Venue:  Bayview Eden
   6 Queens Road,
   Melbourne

Time:   6.15pm for 7.00pm Dinner

Band:   Platinum

Cost:    $120 per head 

(includes 3 course meal, live band,
beer, wine and soft drink)

Will you be at the CIKA Ball?

Make sure you join us for this 
‘night of nights’.

We have planned an evening of fabulous 
food, entertainment, raffles, surprises  & 

lots of great bargains.
 

Why not have a wonderful night out  and  
also raise money for childhood 

cancer research?



President’s Letter

As always, the CIKA team has been hard at work raising funds for paediatric cancer research. Our 
committee meets monthly and at our a recent meeting we were privileged to have Dr Denise Caruso 
speak to us about the current research project that CIKA is funding.  This is cutting edge research and 
we  found it inspiring to hear that the trial is progressing well.  It was wonderful to know that children 
who, in the past, have had such a poor prognosis  are the beneficiaries of this work.  More detail on 
the trial is provided in this issue. 

We have had very positive feedback from our readers towards the personal stories published in our 
newsletter.  We know that for those of you who have travelled this terrible road it helps to know 
of others who have shared the journey. For those of you who have been spared this it helps you to 
understand the importance of the work that we do.  Particularly positive was the recent response to 
the Crowl family story and we thank them for sharing this with us. 

We are now gearing up for the annual CIKA Ball.  This will be held at the Bayview Eden and we are 
expecting a great night.  If you, either personally or through your business connections, can help 
with donations or products for the night please contact me by email on president@cika.org.au or by 
mobile on 0409 369 853.

Thanks again to all of you, our wonderful supporters, who help us to achieve our aims.

Sandra Lehrer, President.

History & Aims

CIKA was founded in April 1980 by 3 families, to increase the 
awareness of cancer in children and to encourage financial 
support to aid research into children’s cancer. CIKA is an official 
auxiliary of the Royal Children’s Hospital and is open to any 
interested person who feels that they would like to contribute 
to help CIKA.

Over 140 children under 15 years of age are diagnosed with 
cancer each year in Victoria and 90% of these children are 
treated at RCH. CIKA is committed to providing funding 
for research into solid tumors, the most common group 
of childhood cancer. Solid tumors include Wilm’s tumor, 
Neuroblastoma, Osteosarcoma and Ewing’s Sarcoma.

Apart from the influence of genetic factors, inherited conditions 
and exposure to ionising radiation, little is known of the cause(s) 
of childhood cancers and nothing can be done to prevent them. 
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Legal Notice

The views and opinions expressed in this newsletter are those of the authors and contributors, and do not necessarily reflect the 
overall views, nor imply endorsement by CIKA or the RCH.

Permission to reprint articles from this newsletter is required from the author or the newsletter’s editors.
Contact us at cikanews@cika.org.au

Therefore, the need to continue financial support for research 
into childhood cancer is imperative.

The hopes and dreams of CIKA are to stop children from ever 
contracting these types of cancer, but if they do, to ensure that 
the treatment they receive is successful. At present, the only 
way to move positively towards these ideals is through research.

CIKA has actively supported research projects at RCH with 
financial assistance since its inception and will continue to do so 
until these types of cancer are cured. CIKA is recognised as one 
of the foremost fundraising auxiliaries of the RCH, Melbourne.

The CIKA logo is in memory of the children of the founding 
families of CIKA. One child liked birds, particularly seagulls, one 
child liked butterflies and the other liked flowers especially 
nasturtiums.

May the children rest in peace.



For the past ten or twelve years 
my sister Christine and her 
husband Andrew have held the 
Old Time Wood Days in early 
November on their bush block 
at Milltown, about ten minutes 
north of Heywood, in South West 
Victoria.

The weekend arose from Andrew’s 
passions for working horses and 
collecting ‘old stuff’.  What started 
out as a family weekend soon 
developed into an ‘open house’ 
annual event comprising old time 
displays, both static and live, 
where other collectors, restorers 
and users of ‘old stuff’ could get 
together and talk and talk and talk 
and talk………

My own family lived interstate for 
a period of time but, whenever 
it was possible, we returned 
to Milltown. It was always the 
highlight of our visits to the area 
when this coincided with the Old 
Time Wood Weekend. To catch 
up with family and friends in 
such a relaxed and unChristmas, 
unWedding, unFuneral type of 
gathering was great.  And now, 
the diverse range of people 
that gather at this spot every 
November, do so to support CIKA.

The sounds and smells of the 
working horses, the cooking and 
preparation of the Saturday night 
‘feast’, the sound of the drag 
saws and small steam engines, 
the constant murmur of intense 
discussions about the various 
types of axes and spanners, the 
memories which resurface with 
a viewing of old photos of the 
area, the sound of the ‘Harleys’ 

The Old Time Wood Days Weekend

on the Sunday morning, the smell 
of freshly unwrapped damper, 
the sound of coins in pockets 
that will soon be in the hands of 
volunteers, the exchange of ideas 
on how it was done in the past and 
best of all, being in the company 
of friends, this is what makes the 
Old Time Wood Days our family’s 
most eagerly anticipated weekend 
of the year.

My wife Lisa, son Will and 
daughter Lily all get involved 
over the weekend; helping out 
in whatever way we can.  Lisa 
is selling cups of tea and coffee 
and helping out behind the 
produce stall and working to 
prepare the Saturday evening 
meal.  Will is off, with Andrew’s 
permission, removing weeds 
from the bush with one of the 
old axes.  His return at the end of 
the day is usually accompanied 
by complaints of blisters.  Lil, with 
her cousins, is doing what girls 

do! For the past couple of years I 
have become the voice behind the 
public announcements and the 
roving troubleshooter.

We are looking forward to the 
8th and 9th of November so that 
we can, once again, raise  funds 
for CIKA.  Details of this event, 
including directions for getting to 
Milltown, will be posted on the 
CIKA website.  We hope that you 
will consider joining us for a great 
weekend away with family and 
friends.  

Rod Shepherd
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Pete and Chris

Boys sawing



The Old Time Wood Days Calendar

“I love the Wood Weekend because I can 

catch up with my friends and family. For 

the past two years my family and I have set 

up our tent next to my favourite cousins, 

Maddie and Annabelle. 

My favourite time is when we toast the 

marshmallows on the hot fire at night. 

I like to watch Uncle Andrew work the 

horses and make sure Uncle Malcolm 

keeps the fire burning all day and night. 

My big brother helps to chop and collect 

the fire wood. Mum sells the coffee, tea 

and damper while Dad helps prepare the 

food for the big feast on Saturday night. 

It is so much fun at the Wood Weekend 

because I get to stay up late and the food is 

so yummy. I can’t watch the TV or play on 

the computer but I still have a great time.”

Lily Shepherd , Age 10

Sam and Donna Toranto of Toranto Farms have been 
involved with the annual Old Time Wood Days for many 
years.  After the 2006 weekend they embarked on a 
mission to produce a calendar for 2007 that would become 
a record of the weekend’s activities and also raise funds 
for children’s cancer research.

Sam’s collaboration with Daniel Burke of Graphic 
Impressions on this project started with the promise of 
a great day’s fishing in Sam’s boat if, in return, Daniel 
could muster a team to donate paper, design and print 
the calendar. Daniel, with the help of a great team of 
committed sponsors, definitely delivered and 1100 
calendars were produced.

This project could not have happened without the 
commitment of Sam and Donna and the many members of 
their family who support CIKA. The calendar was created 
and designed by  Christine Gaffney of Blitz Publications 
and Daryl Price organised the supply of Paper from Focus 
Paper. Daniel Burke of Graphic Impressions supplied 
the press time and prepress work while Wayne Eastall 
of Marvel Binding arranged the folding, collation, wire 
binding trimming and packing.

So did Daniel earn his right to a place in Sam’s shark 
fishing boat?  Well, the calendars have raised over $4700 
for paediatric cancer research so we at CIKA reckon that 
deserves a trip or two!
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Focus Lunch

At the May CIKA meeting long service badges were awarded to several members.  That these families continue 
to support  children’s cancer research  is a testament to their commitment to CIKA as, for many of these 
families, life has moved on since those days when so many hours were spent at RCH.  We are indebted to:

The annual Macedon Ranges Focus 
Group Christmas Luncheon is the 
highlight of a busy year for this energetic 
group of women. With a membership of 
62 and, under the guidance of President 
Gwen Kakafikas and her committee, 
their busy year is reflected in the very 
generous donation made to CIKA at this 
annual event.  The Macedon Ranges 
Focus Group is our longest standing 
sponsor and, since their inception in 
1997, they have donated over $45,000 
to CIKA. Several members of CIKA and 
the Children’s Cancer Centre attended 
the luncheon to see a cheque for $6,000 
presented to Sandra Lehrer, hard working 
president of CIKA. It is a great privilege to 
be associated with this outstanding group 
of women.  They have our gratitude and 
our blessings.

Endurance Awards

15 years service
Faye and Michael Love 

10 years service
Julie and Sam Casilli 

Jenny and Mario Carafa 
Bernie and Jim Dawson 
Leah and Fred Bergman 
Ellen and David Webb 

Sandra and Steve Lehrer 

5 years service 
Ted Taplin 

From L-R:   Gwen Kakafikas, Focus President; Sandra 
Lehrer, CIKA President; Elaine Gregory, Focus Treasurer; 
Judy Benholz, CIKA Secretary; Ellen Webb, CIKA Vice President
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Research Update

In July 2008 CIKA committed to funding ‘Active Immunotherapy for Children with Brain and Solid Tumours’ for 
a minimum of three years at $100,000 per annum, indexed annually.  The background and description of the 
trial are described below by researcher, Dr Denise Caruso.  

This trial was chosen as CIKA’s main focus as:

 •  it builds on work previously funded by CIKA;
 •  it has potential to benefit children with all types of solid tumours;
 •  it has potential to be of benefit to current patients. 

The CIKA committee receives regular updates on the progress of the trial and is very excited about the prospects.  
We look forward to keeping you updated.    

Ellen Webb
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Active Immunotherapy for Children with Brain and Solid Tumours

Despite the relative successes in treating childhood cancers in recent years there remain very few effective 
treatment options for patients who fail current therapies.  Additionally, current therapies that include 
chemotherapy and radiotherapy have reached the limit of toxicity that patients can withstand. Children 
with cancer must deal with both the terrible effects of their disease and also with the harshness of their 
treatments.   At present, current aggressive therapies are the only options available to relapsed patients and 
patients with highly aggressive tumours such as glioblastoma and neuroblastoma, and will in most cases 
ultimately fail.  Therefore it is necessary to explore new directions for treating tumours in children that are 
effective and safe.

Immunotherapy is an option for treatment for these children that is still in the clinical trial stage, but has 
the potential of being an effective and well tolerated treatment by these patients.  The immune system is 
very powerful and very specific, and therefore makes a desirable system to harness for anti-cancer therapy.  
While the potential for this kind of therapy for children is great there are still several issues to be resolved to 
optimise the treatment regimen for maximum efficacy.  Our group has previously conducted Phase I clinical 
trials using patient tumour material to educate their immune system to fight their own tumours, thereby 
producing a tailor made therapy for each child specific to their particular cancer.  While we were able to 
show that immunotherapy in children with cancer was both feasible and safe and had no side effects, the 
anti-tumour effects were minimal.  Currently there are now improved techniques and protocols that should 
maintain safety and feasibility standards but that  will also have more effective anti-tumour activity.  These 
protocols are now ready for phase I clinical trials in children with solid and brain tumours.

 Primary Aims of proposed immunotherapy protocol
 1.   Demonstrate its safety in children with cancer
 2.   Demonstrate its feasibility in children with cancer

 Secondary Aims of proposed immunotherapy protocol
 1.   Assess the anti-tumour responses by traditional clinical measures 
 2.   Assess the stimulation and effectiveness of the immune system before and after treatment by this 
        immunotherapy protocol



Research Update
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Researcher: Vinod Dagar

Progress to date

We have recruited 10 patients to the trial: 5 newly diagnosed 
neuroblastoma patients, 2 recurrent solid tumour patients, and 3 
recurrent brain tumour patients.   We have successfully produced 
anti-tumour vaccines for five patients and have treated two patients 
safely.   Our first patient with recurrent osteosarcoma has completed 
treatment. She received 4 vaccines and tolerated them very well, and 
now has stable disease; a very good result.  The consultants continue 
to recruit patients. Several patients will soon be at the right stage 
in their treatment for us to either make or give them their vaccines.  
We are confident that we will be able to meet our recruitment and 
scientific goals as outlined above.

Denise Caruso

The results from this clinical trial will give us important information on how to better treat children with 
cancer and to further develop new and effective therapies with fewer side effects.



Raising funds 
for over 10 years & 

having FUN doing it!

Austrade

The staff social club for the Melbourne office of 
Austrade has been supporting CIKA for over ten years 
and has raised many thousands of dollars during that 
time.

Recognising that staff social events can be a great 
way of building staff cohesion and friendships, the 
question was posed ‘why don’t we also aim to raise 
funds for charities at the same time?’

Pippa and Liana, the Social Club Coordinators, 
organise a number of events throughout the year; 
from drinks after work to tennis and lawn bowls.  The 
goal is to have some fun but to make a contribution 
as well.  The social calendar culminates each year 
with the End of Year Christmas Party, a time when 
staff use their contacts to gather donations which 
are then raffled for charity.  The club tries to assist 
charities that have a connection to current and past 
social club members.  The Social Club’s involvement 
with CIKA began because a former staff member’s 
child died after battling cancer.  

Sandra Lehrer, CIKA President, agrees that this type 
of fund raising activity is a great way for clubs and 
corporations to get involved in raising money for 
charity.  “The Austrade Melbourne Social Club has 
been a fantastic supporter for over ten years.  The 
way they organise everything means it is just like a 
dedicated sub-branch of CIKA.  Although they qualify 
for long service leave we dearly hope that they don’t 
take a break just yet.  We need their support to help 
us reach our goal of discovering a cure for childhood 
cancer. Thank you, Austrade Melbourne.”
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Pooch Mania

Over $5000 raised towards cancer research!
Sunday, March 2 saw another great Pooches on 
Parade event.  Fifty-three dogs, their owners and 
friends enjoyed wonderful music supplied by Mario 
Cassar and great entertainment by the Kuhuna 
Daddies.  The dogs looked gorgeous, many having 
had the opportunity to be beautified prior to judging 
by Suzanna, Tenik and Karen in the Dog Pamper Tent.  
Humans were pampered in another part of the tent 
by Annette from Nutrimetrics.  It was another great 
effort by the CIKA team. Our Master of Ceremonies, 
Jim, kept us informed about all aspects of the day 
and Bernie was kept busy selling tickets for some 
fantastic raffle prizes. The were some great stalls; 
home made jams and chutneys, RCH products, and 
jewellery, cakes, cupcakes and lemonade by Jude and  
Katie.  The local Rotary Club organised a delicious 
Sausage Sizzle so that nobody went hungry. Thanks 
to Harry and Peter who took photos and videos, 
many participants were able to purchase a memento 
of the day. Of course, the most challenging task was 
given to the judges who had to decide which of the 
high quality entrants would be awarded prizes.  Of 
course, the real winner was CIKA,  with Pooches on 
Parade raising $2589.

Sunday, March 13 was a blustery day at Docklands. 
This was a new event for CIKA, involving a 
collaboration with Docklands, so we did not know 
how successful it would be.  By 10.30 am, half an 
hour prior to the advertised registration time, it 
was obvious that Pooches on the Promenade would 
far outweigh our expectations. There were dogs 
everywhere; some dressed in very glamorous outfits, 
some even had hair dyed! Sincere thanks must go 
to Karen Vassello from MAV who did a great job, 
organizing advertising and entries prior to the day. In 
all, 144 pooches attended. It was incredibly busy but 
everyone had a great day. Our thanks go to Mary Mac 
who assisted at the registration desk, Susana, Karen 
and Teneke who again provided pampering for our 
stars.  Sandra and Steve took on the unenviable job 
of marshalling the entrants and CIKA volunteers were 
busy selling merchandise and raffle tickets.  Behind 
the scenes Uttara was kept busy with the discounted 
microchipping service. Thanks to our wonderful 
sponsors and the work of the volunteers, Pooches on 
the Promenade raised $2805 and lifted the profile of 
CIKA amongst the Docklands Community. 
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Quiet Acheivers

We’ve all read about the big corporations who make 
large donations to their favourite charity, or the 
franchises who support particular causes.  We applaud 
their commitment because we know that charitable 
organisations cannot exist without such support.

But philanthropy is not just the province of big 
business.  CIKA receives support from many smaller 
groups in our community.  These businesses don’t get 
huge publicity as a result of their actions – they help us 
because they too are committed to curing kids’ cancer 
through research.

Two years ago CIKA realised that we needed to 
strategically target the business community to ensure 
ongoing funding.  Many businesses receive a large 
number of requests so it was decided to produce a 
new corporate brochure and triple fold pamphlet to 
reflect current information about CIKA, treatments 
available and the research projects that we fund. Our 
new brochure has now been launched and it is thanks 
to the following people that this has occurred.

Nicole Dawson from Allure Designer Stationary offered 
her services free of charge and our new brochure 
looks fabulous.  Her commitment to CIKA continues 
and she has just designed our new business cards. She 
and Ellie (RCH auxiliaries) are the driving force behind 
this great initiative.  

The 2000 new corporate brochures were printed by the 
team at Flash Print on paper donated by K.W.Doggett  
Fine Paper who also regularly donates the paper 
for printing the CIKA newsletter.  The production of 
the great new triple fold pamphlet was managed by 
Prominent Group  in Shepparton. Ten thousand copies 
of the pamphlet were printed.

Why is it important that we acknowledge this support?  
One of CIKA’s goals is to give as close as possible to 
100% of the collected funds to our research projects.  
We therefore can’t thank these people enough.  Not 
only do they save us money  but their actions also tell 
us that others in the community care about the cause 
for which the CIKA team works.

Ellie and Nicole
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CIKA People

Donald Charles Miller –  ‘Pa’

A caring nature and a willingness to 
help others are the signs of a true 
gentleman; qualities that make us 
proud to acknowledge someone as 
a friend.  These are the attributes 
that Donald Miller, Pa, had in 
abundance.

A stalwart supporter of CIKA  for ten 
years, Pa was always ready to help.  
He contributed to numerous CIKA 
Balls, counting and sorting items for 
auction and collecting and delivering 
goods. These ‘behind the scenes’  
tasks cannot be underestimated 
and have enabled CIKA to increase 
the amount of money we raise each 
year.  Pa also took pride in creating 
his beautiful hand made walking 
sticks which were auctioned each 
year. 

Thank you Pa, we will miss you

Jamison Kai Lehrer

Sandra and Steven Lehrer welcome 
with much love the arrival of their first 
grandchild, Jamison Kai.  Born May 12th, 
he weighed in at 6lb 3 oz.  Our eldest 
son, Steve Jnr, and his lovely partner Di 
have made us very happy and we look 
forward to this wonderful new stage in 
our lives.

Zac Charles Casilli

Born on 5th June 2008 he weighed 6lb 
12oz. His dad, Sam, underwent 13 months 
of chemotherapy treatment for Ewings 
Sarcoma in 1994. His family know how 
blessed they are that Sam won his fight 
against cancer and are now ecstatic at the 
safe arrive of Zac. Congratulations to both 
Sam and Vanessa.
We are all very proud of you both.




